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Abstract
Maximizing profit is great of each and every businesses but how to make profit to develop human society
environmental, political, social, legal, and technical are a great challenge in these days. In Indian there are various
venture capital systems, programmes, policies and promotions by the various financial institutions. They have to
decide what kind of business must be promoted and provide loans and advances not only for the economic
development but also the welfare of every creation of the world. Today’s business has bio-weapons by knowingly or
unknowingly which is challenging Venture capital of Financial institutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 231 countries there are three types of economic systems which are, socialism, capitalism and mixed
economy. The percentage of every system is vary from county to country. The country which follows capitalism is
claiming, carrying developing world countries. The international agencies, organizations, unions and financial
institutions are mostly controlled and monitored by the capitalist society. These days most of the countries lost the
image of socialisms which is nothing but Government of the nation. It is all due to bio-weapons in the different
products and services, unemployment, under employment, destructing political system and environment etc. To
practice capitalism, socialism, businesses are very important. Businesses can be classified as,
i. Profit oriented business
ii. Non Profit oriented business.
The other ways, the business is also classified, industrial, agricultural and infrastructural business.
Classifying the business in various ways is the ability of the researchers, scholars and writers.
If we look at the history, 400 years ago Egyptians were made slaves by Israyalistics for business purposes
and promotions. This is known history. Unknown history is plenty in Africa, and Asia and other parts of the world.
Two centuries ago, industrial revolution came from Europe who promoted the industries in various countries.
To promote the business they follow three strategies.
i. Introducing tobacco industries.
ii. Introducing alcohols, drugs, etc through industries.
iii. Introducing prostitutions.
The main aim of them is to divert the mind and reduce the physical stamina so that people won’t argue that
they become yes man. Last 20 years bio-weapons are incorporated in various business. In India, more than 70% of
people are having a health issues due to inorganic products that is called bio-weapons products.
Venture is the business which promote short term, medium term and long term business.
To initiate business, business owners need capital fund at introduction stage, growth stage, and maturity
stage and even in declining stage level as it is a life cycle of every business.
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Venture capitalism is to promote these stages of business by financial institutions like industrial financial
institutions, agricultural area, insurances, commercial banks, etc.
Venture capital was started first in United Kingdom then it was moving to the USA, South Africa and
India.
Maximizing profit is great of each and every business but how to make profit to develop human society
through environmental, political, social, legal, and technical aspects are a great challenge these days. Among Indian
there are various venture capital systems, programmes, policies and promotions by the various financial institutions.
They are risk capital foundation, seed capital scheme, venture capital schemes, Programme for application of
commercial technology, Governmental funds, Technology Development and Information Company of India Ltd,
Risk Capital Technology Finance Corporation Ltd. and Venture Capital Unit Scheme, etc with different aspects of
clearing banks, merchant banks, finance houses, factoring companies, Government and European commission
sources and Mezzanine firms. They have to decide what kind of business must be promoted and provide loans and
advances not only for the economic development but also the welfare of every creation of the world.

II. ORGANIC LIFE AND BUSINESS
As we all know that once up on a time one who tall and lift of the good health are highly respected. After
that one who uses cattle’s, chicken, donkeys, horses, etc are highly respected. Then after one who is keeping a land
and money are highly respected. Now who is having a knowledge are highly respected. When we read some
literature of the human life, we have seen that human beings were living for along life like 800 years, 500 years, 400
years and 100 years. But now, if we look out it the human beings life is very short with full of different sickness and
different medicines. On those days, food was a medicine and a medicine was a food. Our ancestors did a lot of
research work with stable observations for the different periods and pass on to us. For example, in India, Tamil
Nadu, Cholas Emperor time Dam was constructed without cements and other chemicals. Still, those constructions
are exists as a role model of them. There were no chemical paints for the graph or diagram but it was made from the
colored stones naturally. People work hard and hard to get a fresh and natural foods. These days, these are all
destroyed and we are all saying modern life. People also respect the modern life because there is no strain and pain.
Every consumption of the food we can see the chemicals these days. Business concern only looks at the profit
maximization and wealth maximization. But they are not looking real organic life to make a profit and wealth.
Apart from that, countries having a enmity which they have taken it from continuation of different wars, fight,
jealous, etc.
When I observed in Ethiopia cattle’s are more. When cattle’s are more it gives fertilizers. When organic
fertilizers for planting which helps to get a good organic agricultural products. When more plantations are there,
there is a possibility for the good water source. So, it is a cycle to promote the organic life. Every business must
construct for organic life and business profit and wealth. Factories are spoiling the good atmosphere. The high
pollution is there. Unwanted unlimited steroids are added in the allopathic medicines. Every where there is towers
for getting the rays to communicate so birds and other small beings are disappearing. Traditional medicines and
ancestors innovations are vanishing. On those days of ancestors also have done a research but it all disappearing.
Every sciences, politics and religions are not perfect. There are inductions, senses, understanding, experience,
exposures, realization, humanity, spiritual, feelings, etc also make our life to lead and survey. Human beings can be
divided into different categories. Some are intelligent, some are analytical and critical, some are logical and some
are combined of all or some of them. So, keeping our earth and life is important for every of our life.
When we analysis the quantitative data using the different statistical tool which gives only the approximate
but not useful for the real life. Those kind of analyses will multiply and which creates us to think on the same track
which leads to a wrong direction.
Our ancestors research for more than 1000s and 1000s years research but our industrial revolution research
and education is for 225 years which cannot compare with the ancestors research output. The life is deteriorating
date by date. All industrial revolution research works not to be invited to the human society. We have to accept
which is necessary and important. Ancestors research also can be maintained after scrutinizing pros and cons same.
We should not forget all the good things which are useful for the quality of our human life.
These days also so many inorganic products are sold in the market so that people can be disturbed their health
and organic life.
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Let us take an example of. Some religious countries, we should not plant some trees at home because that
make the evil enter into the home. If the cat cross on the road during your travel on the road it will shows there is a
unsuccessful events. Beef should not be eaten. Different period different believe is made to make a mental block
of the people. Unnecessary and unwanted myths is practiced which affect the original products.
Even some news says that vaccinations causes of infertility.
Education institutors are running very seriously and attractively but what the students learn from the
institutions is not applicable for their job. Only, it will applicable to a very few people.
People want the name and fame. Rich person must work hard and hard. But these days rich person is
sleeping by using the intellectual mind for cheating others. If we ask they say it is a secret of the business. In India,
rich is becoming richer and poor is going to jail.
Because of the survival of the life, husband, wife, children, parents and grandparents are separated. There is
not love and affection because to take a effort of their own survival.
Millions and millions of dollars for the business activities, social activities and political activities but nothing
is reaching to the hand but only on the stage.
If there is a agriculture there will not be a poverty in the country. If there is a agricultural production people
get enough food and they can help each other. Poverty means is not holding a constructed house, telephone, modern
house hold items, etc. It is without food. That can be solved by utilizing the water sources easily and
constructively.
Some countries even they are blocking the water so that the ground water is going down and also agricultural
affects which causes a lot of food problems and others.
Houses are very near to near where there is no proper air to inhale and exhale. Real estate business is making
money with such kind of atmosphere. All the land around the houses is molded with the congregate cements. No
garden, no greenery, no cattle, no proper rain, which making thread of agricultural products.
The data of the quality life must be taken who lived along with a standard of life that should be multiplied
and should pass on to others which should be incorporated with different products and services of business.
Every venture capital financed by the financial institutions must be framed a rules, regulations and policies
which has to provide a loans for the business. Remedial action must be taken for all the problems which we are
facing now.
III. CONCLUSION

Maximizing profit is great of each and every businesses but how to make profit to develop human society
environmental, political, social, legal, and technical are a great challenge these days. In Indian there are various
venture capital systems, programmes, policies and promotions by the various financial institutions. They have to
decide what kind of business must be promoted and provide loans and advances not only for the economic
development but also the welfare of every creation of the world. Today’s business has bio-weapons by knowingly or
unknowingly which is challenging Venture capital of Financial institutions. Organic Dirtiest child is healthiest
Child which in American article.
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